IN THE VORTEX OF CENTURIES

The place of the sacred water springs has changed
drastically throughout history, but its magic has
overcome long centuries. In the Saint Stephen
Residence, you can enjoy the magical atmosphere
every day.
The village called Rybníček existed here as early as in
the 10th century, long before Charles IV gave birth
to the New Town of Prague. The local Gothic Chapel
of All Saints dates back to 1406. Unlike the nearby
Romanesque rotunda of St. Longinus, the chapel has
gotten lost over time. However, the foundations of the
oldest part of the residential houses still contains its
masonry. The historical genius loci still breathes here,
blending Gothic grandeur, classicist style and neoRenaissance refinement.
The corner complex of three townhouses was designed
by the builder Alexander Hellmich in the mid-19 th
century. The PSN´s current renovation restores
the beauty and historic charm of the houses in
masterful combination with modern technology and
21 st century user standards. Magnificent apartments
with the layouts of 1 room + kitchenette to 4 rooms +
kitchenette, equipped in the Fit Out standard, offer
a haven for all those who want to connect their lives
with the magic of Prague. They can enjoy the perfect
comfort and thoughtful details as well as relish the
historicizing elements.

Rewrite an old parchment with a new story of your own.
Become a true part of a vibrant metropolis in a unique site on
the UNESCO World Heritage list.
There is a surprisingly extraordinary tranquility inside the
beating heart of Prague. Local landmarks are refreshed by the
greenery of a large park of the Charles Square along with the B
metro line station of the same name, which can be reached in
7 minutes on foot. Wenceslas Square and Náměstí Míru (Peace
Square) are also within a 10-minute walk. The Residence is only
a 3-minute walk from I. P. Pavlova Square and the C metro line
station of the same name, and the Štěpánská tram stop is also
3 minutes away.

Well-known restaurants, cafés and bars, stylish shops, valuable
historical monuments, prestigious cultural facilities, education
establishments, offices... you have it all right here in the palm
of your hand. The Vltava River also attracts people to take
a walk. You can reach Náplavka in 15 minutes. Popular farmers‘
markets, social, cultural, sporting and other events are held
here. The stunning panorama of Prague is regularly enlivened by
rich gastronomy and live music.
The surroundings of the Saint Stephen Residence offer
something for everyone. The possibilities of a big city with the
legacy of the greatest Czech ruler, who himself bowed before
the protomartyr Stephen, are unlimited.
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